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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to establish coincidence point and common ﬁxed point re-
sults for four maps satisfying generalized weak contractions in cone metric spaces. Also,
an example is given to illustrate our results.
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1 Introduction and Preliminaries
Fixed point theory has fascinated hundreds of researchers since 1922 with the celebrated
Banach’s ﬁxed point theorem. This theorem provides a technique for solving a variety of
applied problems in mathematical sciences and engineering. There exists a last literature
on the topic and this is a very active ﬁeld of research at present. There are great number
of generalizations of the Banach contraction principle. In 2007, Huang and Zhang [10]
re-introduced the concept of a cone metric space where every pair of elements is assigned
to an element of a Banach space equipped with a cone which induces a natural partial
order. They proved some ﬁxed point theorems for such spaces in the same work.
The weak contraction principle was ﬁrst given by Alber et al. for Hilbert spaces [2] and
subsequently extended to metric spaces by Rhoades [15]. After that, ﬁxed point problems
involving weak contractions and mappings satisfying weak contraction type inequalities
were considered in several works like [4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 16]. In particular, in cone metric spaces
the weak contraction principle was extended by Choudhury and Metiya in [8, 9]. Recently,
Aydi et al. [3] establish Coincidence and common ﬁxed point results in partially ordered
cone metric spaces. For other results in cone metric spaces, see [11, 12].
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1In this paper we establish some coincidence and common ﬁxed point results for four
self-mappings on a cone metric space satisfying a weak contractive condition involving
generalized control functions. Our results generalize, extend and improve some recent
ﬁxed point results in cone metric spaces including the results of Aydi et al. [3]. In
addition, an example is given to show the usability of our result.
2 Main Results
First, we introduce some notations and deﬁnitions that will be used later.
2.1 Notations and denitions
Let E be a real Banach space with respect to a given norm ∥·∥E and 0E is the zero vector
of E.
Denition 2.1. A non-empty subset P of E is called a cone if the following conditions
hold:
(i) P is closed and P ̸= {0E};
(ii) a,b ∈ R, a,b ≥ 0, x,y ∈ P =⇒ ax + by ∈ P;
(iii) x ∈ P, −x ∈ P =⇒ x = 0E.
Given a cone P ⊂ E, a partial ordering ≤E with respect to P is naturally deﬁned by
x ≤E y if and only if y − x ∈ P, for x,y ∈ E. We shall write x <E y to indicate that
x ≤E y but x ̸= y, while x ≪ y will stand for y−x ∈ intP, where intP denotes the interior
of P.
The cone P is said to be normal if there exists a real number K > 0 such that for all
x,y ∈ E,
0E ≤E x ≤E y =⇒ ∥x∥E ≤ K∥y∥E.
The least positive number K satisfying the above statement is called the normal constant
of P.
The cone P is called regular if every increasing sequence which is bounded from above
is convergent, that is, if {xn} is a sequence such that
x1 ≤E x2 ≤E ··· ≤E xn ≤E ··· ≤E y
for some y ∈ E, then there is x ∈ E such that ∥xn − x∥E → 0 as n → +∞. Equivalently,
the cone P is regular if and only if every decreasing sequence which is bounded from below
is convergent. It is well known that a regular cone is a normal cone.
In the following we always suppose that E is a real Banach space with cone P with
intP ̸= ∅ and ≤E is the partial ordering in E with respect to P.
Denition 2.2. ([9]) Let ψ : P → P be a given function.
(i) We say that ψ is strongly monotone increasing if for x,y ∈ P, we have
x ≤E y ⇐⇒ ψ(x) ≤E ψ(y).
(ii) ψ is said to be continuous at x0 ∈ P if for any sequence {xn} in P, we have
∥xn − x0∥E → 0 =⇒ ∥ψ(xn) − ψ(x0)∥E → 0.
2Denition 2.3. ([10]) Let X be a non-empty set and d : X × X → P satisﬁes
(i) d(x,y) = 0E if and only if x = y;
(ii) d(x,y) = d(y,x) for all x,y ∈ X;
(iii) d(x,y) ≤E d(x,z) + d(z,y) for all x,y,z ∈ E.
Then d is called a cone metric on X and (X,d) is called a cone metric space.
Denition 2.4. ([10]) Let (X,d) be a cone metric space, {xn} is a sequence in X and
x ∈ X.
(i) If for every c ∈ E with 0E ≪E c, there is N ∈ N such that d(xn,x) ≪E c for all n ≥ N,
then {xn} is said to be convergent to x. This limit is denoted by lim
n!+1
xn = x or xn → x
as n → +∞.
(ii) If for every c ∈ E with 0E ≪E c, there is N ∈ N such that d(xn,xm) ≪E c for all
n,m > N, then {xn} is called a Cauchy sequence in X.
(iii) If every Cauchy sequence in X is convergent in X, then (X,d) is called a complete
cone metric space.
Lemma 2.1. ([10]) Let (X,d) be a cone metric space with P a normal cone.
(i) A sequence {xn} in X converges to x ∈ X if and only if d(xn,x) → 0E as n → +∞.
(ii) A sequence {xn} in X is Cauchy if and only if d(xn,xm) → 0E as n,m → +∞.
(iii) If {xn} and {yn} are sequences in X such that xn → x ∈ X as n → +∞ and
yn → y ∈ X as n → +∞, then d(xn,yn) → d(x,y) as n → +∞.
Denition 2.5. Let (X,d) be a cone metric space and T : X → X be a given mapping.
We say that T is continuous on x0 ∈ X if for every sequence {xn} is X, we have
xn → x0 as n → +∞ =⇒ Txn → Tx0 as n → +∞.
If T is continuous on each point x0 ∈ X, then we say that T is continuous on X.
Denition 2.6. Let X be a non-empty set, N is a natural number such that N ≥ 2 and
T1,T2 : X → X are given self-mappings on X. If w = T1x = T2x for some x ∈ X, then
x is called a coincidence point of T1 and T2, and w is called a point of coincidence of T1
and T2. If w = x, then x is called a common xed point of T1 and T2.
The following deﬁnition extends the notion of compatibility of a pair of self-mappings
on a metric space introduced by Jungck in [14] to a cone metric space.
Denition 2.7. [14]. Let f and g be two self-maps dened on a set X. If w = fx = gx,
for some x ∈ X, then x is called a coincidence point of f and g, and w is called a point
of coincidence of f and g. If w = x, then x is a common xed point of f and g.
The pair {f,g} is said to be compatible if and only if lim
n!+1
d(fgxn,gfxn) = 0E, whenever
{xn} is a sequence in X such that lim
n!+1
fxn = lim
n!+1
gxn = t for some t ∈ X.
Denition 2.8. [1]. Let f and g be two self-maps dened on a set X. Then f and g are
said to be weakly compatible if they commute at every coincidence point.
For the rest, we denote P4 = P × P × P × P.
32.2 Results
The following Lemma will be useful later.
Lemma 2.2. (Binayak S. Choudhury and N. Metiya, [9]) Let (X,d) be a cone metric
space with regular cone P such that d(x,y) ∈ intP, for x,y ∈ X with x ̸= y. Let
φ : intP ∪ {0E} → intP ∪ {0E} be a function with the following properties:
(P1) φ(t) = 0E if and only if t = 0E;
(P2) φ(t) ≪E t, for t ∈ intP;
(P3) Either φ(t) ≤E d(x,y) or d(x,y) ≤E φ(t), for t ∈ intP ∪ {0E} and x,y ∈ X.
Let {xn} be a sequence in X for which {d(xn,xn+1)} is monotonic decreasing. Then
{d(xn,xn+1)} is convergent to either r = 0E or r ∈ intP.
Our ﬁrst result is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let (X,d) be a cone metric space with cone P such that
(a) the cone metric space (X,d) is complete;
(b) P is a regular cone;
(c) d(x,y) ∈ intP for all x,y ∈ X such that x ̸= y.
Let T,S,I,J : X → X be given mappings satisfying for every pair (x,y) ∈ X × X such
that TX ⊆ IX and SX ⊆ JX and satisfying
Φ1(d(Sx,Ty)) ≤E ψ1(d(Ix,Jy),d(Ix,Sx),d(Jy,Ty),
1
2
[d(Ix,Ty) + d(Jy,Sx)])
−ψ2(d(Ix,Jy)) (2.1)
where ψ1 : P4 → P and ψ2 : intP ∪ {0E} → intP ∪ {0E} are continuous functions with
the following properties:
(d) ψ1 is strongly monotonic increasing in all the four variables;
(e) Φ1(t) = ψ1(t,t,t,t) for each t ∈ P;
(f) ψ1(t1,t2,t3,t4) = 0E if and only if ψ2(t) = 0E if and only if t1 = t2 = t3 = t4 = t = 0E;
(j) ψ2(t) ≪E t for all t ∈ intP;
(h) either ψ2(t) ≤E d(x,y) or d(x,y) ≤E ψ2(t) for t ∈ intP ∪ {0E} and x,y ∈ X.
If one of the ranges SX, TX, IX and JX is a closed subset of (X,d), then
• the pair {S,I} have a coincidence point;
• the pair {T,J} have a coincidence point.
If in addition that the pairs {S,I} and {T,J} are weakly compatible, then S,T,I and J
have a unique common ﬁxed point.
Proof. Let x0 be an arbitrary point in X. Since TX ⊆ IX and SX ⊆ JX, we can deﬁne
the sequences {xn} and {yn} in X by
y2n 1 = Sx2n 2 = Jx2n 1, y2n = Tx2n 1 = Ix2n, ∀n ∈ N. (2.2)
• We claim that {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in the cone metric space (X,d).
4Suppose that there exists p ∈ N such that y2p = y2p+1. Putting x = x2p and y = x2p+1
in the considered contraction (2.1), we have
Φ1(d(y2p+2,y2p+1))
= Φ1(d(Sx2p,Tx2p+1))
≤E ψ1(d(Ix2p,Jx2p+1),d(Ix2p,Sx2p),d(Jx2p+1,Tx2p+1),
1
2
[d(Ix2p,Tx2p+1)
+ d(Jx2p+1,Sx2p)]) − ψ2(d(Ix2p,Jx2p+1))
= ψ1(d(y2p+1,y2p),d(y2p,y2p+1),d(y2p+1,y2p+2),
1
2
d(y2p,y2p+2)) (2.3)
− ψ2(d(y2p+1,y2p))
= ψ1(0E,0E,d(y2p+1,y2p+2),
1
2
d(y2p,y2p+2)). (2.4)
Since ψ1 is strongly increasing in all the four variables, then in particular with respect to
the ﬁrst variable, i.e.
d(y2p+1,y2p+2) ≤E 0E,
so y2p+1 = y2p+2. Continuing this process, we have yn = y2p for all n ≥ 2p. This implies
that {yn} is Cauchy. The same conclusion holds if y2p+1 = y2p+2 for some p ∈ N.
• Now, we suppose that
yn ̸= yn+1, ∀n ∈ N. (2.5)
By (2.3), we have
Φ1(d(y2n+2,y2n+1))
= ψ1(d(y2n+1,y2n),d(y2n,y2n+1),d(y2n+1,y2n+2),
1
2
d(y2n,y2n+2)) (2.6)
− ψ2(d(y2n+1,y2n))
≤E ψ1(d(y2n+1,y2n),d(y2n,y2n+1),d(y2n+1,y2n+2),
1
2
d(y2n,y2n+2)).
Since ψ1 is strongly monotonic increasing with respect to the ﬁrst variable, we get that
d(y2n+1,y2n+2) ≤E d(y2n,y2n+1), ∀n ∈ N. (2.7)
Now, putting x = x2n+1 and y = x2n+2 in the considered contraction (2.1), we have
Φ1(d(y2n+2,y2n+3))
≤E ψ1(d(y2n+1,y2n+2),d(y2n+1,y2n+2),d(y2n+2,y2n+3),
1
2
d(y2n+1,y2n+3))
− ψ2(d(y2n+1,y2n+2)). (2.8)
Similarly, we deduce that
d(y2n+2,y2n+3) ≤E d(y2n+1,y2n+2), ∀n ∈ N. (2.9)
Combining (2.7) and (2.9), we obtain
d(yn+2,yn+3) ≤E d(yn+1,yn+2), ∀n ∈ N. (2.10)
5It follows that the sequence {d(yn+1,yn+2)} is monotone non-increasing. Since P is a
regular cone and 0E ≤E d(yn+1,yn+2) for all n ∈ N, there exists r ≥E 0E such that
d(yn+1,yn+2) → r as n → +∞.
We claim that r = 0E. Suppose that r > 0E, by Lemma 2.2, we have r ∈ intP. Letting
n → +∞ in (2.6) and using the properties of the functions ψ1 and ψ2, we have
Φ1(r) ≤E ψ1(r,,r,r,r) − ψ2(r) = ϕ1(r) − ψ2(r).
This implies that ψ2(r) ∈ P ∩ (−P) = {0E}. Then ψ2(r) = 0E and by the property (f)
of the function ψ2, we have r = 0E, that is a contradiction with 0E < r. We deduce that
r = 0E and
d(yn+1,yn+2) → 0E as n → +∞. (2.11)
Using (2.11), to prove that {yn} is Cauchy, it will be suﬃcient to prove that {y2n} is a
Cauchy sequence. To do this, we proceed by contradiction. Suppose that {y2n} is not
a Cauchy sequence. Then there exists c ∈ E with c ≫E 0E, for which we can ﬁnd two
sequences of positive integers {m(i)} and {n(i)} such that for all positive integer i,
n(i) > m(i) > i, d(y2m(i),y2n(i)) ≥E ψ2(c), d(y2m(i),y2n(i) 2) <E ψ2(c). (2.12)
From (2.12) and using a triangular inequality, we get
ψ2(c) ≤E d(y2m(i),y2n(i))
≤E d(y2m(i),y2n(i) 2) + d(y2n(i) 2,y2n(i) 1) + d(y2n(i) 1,y2n(i))
<E ψ2(c) + d(y2n(i) 2,y2n(i) 1) + d(y2n(i) 1,y2n(i)).
Letting i → +∞ in the above inequality, we obtain
lim
i!+1
d(y2m(i),y2n(i)) = ψ2(c). (2.13)
Again, a triangular inequality gives us
d(y2n(i),y2m(i) 1) ≤E d(y2n(i),y2m(i)) + d(y2m(i) 1,y2m(i)).
d(y2n(i),y2m(i)) ≤E d(y2n(i),y2m(i) 1) + d(y2m(i) 1,y2m(i)).
Letting i → +∞ in the two above inequalities and using (2.13), we get
lim
i!+1
d(y2n(i),y2m(i) 1) = ψ2(c). (2.14)
Similarly, we have
lim
i!+1
d(y2n(i)+1,y2m(i) 1) = ψ2(c). (2.15)
On the other hand, we have
d(y2n(i),y2m(i)) ≤E d(y2n(i),y2n(i)+1) + d(y2n(i)+1,y2m(i))
= d(y2n(i),y2n(i)+1) + d(Sx2n(i),Tx2m(i) 1).
6Then, from (2.13) and the continuity of Φ1, we get by letting i → +∞ in the above
inequality
Φ1(ψ2(c)) ≤E lim
i!+1
Φ1(d(Sx2n(i),Tx2m(i) 1)). (2.16)
Now, using the considered contractive condition (2.1) for x = x2n(i) and y = x2m(i) 1, we
have
Φ1(d(Sx2n(i),Tx2m(i) 1)) ≤E ψ1(d(y2m(i) 1,y2n(i)),d(y2n(i),y2n(i)+1),d(y2m(i) 1,y2m(i)),
1
2
[d(y2m(i) 1,y2n(i)+1) + d(y2n(i),y2m(i))])
−ψ2(d(y2m(i) 1,y2n(i))).
Then, from (2.14), (2.15) and the continuities of ψ1 and ψ2, we get by letting i → +∞ in
the above inequality
lim
i!+1
Φ1(d(Sx2n(i),Tx2m(i) 1)) ≤E ψ1(ψ2(c),0E,0E,ψ2(c))−ψ2(ψ2(c)) ≤ Φ1(ψ2(c))−ψ2(ψ2(c)).
Now, combining (2.16) with the above inequality, we get
Φ1(ψ2(c)) ≤E Φ1(ψ2(c)) − ψ2(ψ2(c)),
This implies that ψ2(ψ2(c)) ∈ P ∩ (−P) = {0E} and by the property (f) of ψ2, we obtain
c = 0E, that is a contradiction with 0E ≪E c. Then, we deduce that {yn} is a Cauchy
sequence in the cone metric space (X,d), which is complete. Hence, there exists a point z
in X, such that yn converges to z. Therefore,
y2n+1 = Jx2n+1 = Sx2n → z as n → +∞ (2.17)
and
y2n+2 = Ix2n+2 = Tx2n+1 → z as n → +∞ (2.18)
Now we can suppose, without loss of generality, that IX is a closed subset of the cone
metric space (X,d). From (2.18), there exists u ∈ X such that z = Iu. We claim that
Su = z. Now, from (2.1)
Φ1(d(Su,Tx2n+1)) (2.19)
≤E ψ1(d(Iu,Jx2n+1),d(Iu,Su),d(Jx2n+1,Tx2n+1),
1
2
[d(Iu,Tx2n+1) + d(Su,Jx2n+1)])
−ψ2(d(Iu,Jx2n+1)).
On passing limit as n → +∞ in (2.19), we obtain using (2.17), (2.18) and the continuities
of ψ1,ψ2
Φ1(d(Su,z)) ≤E ψ1(0E,d(z,Su),0E,
1
2
d(Su,z)) − ψ2(0E)
= ψ1(0E,d(z,Su),0E,
1
2
d(Su,z)).
Therefore, the fact that ψ1 is strongly increasing with respect to the ﬁrst variable yields
that
d(Su,z) ≤E 0E,
7which implies that
Su = z. (2.20)
We get that Su = Iu = z, so u is a coincidence point of I and S.
From SX ⊂ JX and (2.20), we have z ∈ JX. Hence we deduce that there exists v ∈ X
such that z = Jv. We claim that Tv = z. From (2.1), we have
Φ1(d(z,Tv) = Φ1(d(Su,Tv)
≤E ψ1(d(Iu,Jv),d(Iu,Su),d(Jv,Tv),
1
2
[d(Iu,Tv) + d(Su,Jv)]) − ψ2(d(Iu,Jv))
= ψ1(d(z,z),d(z,z),d(z,Tv),
1
2
[d(z,Tv) + d(z,Jv)]) − ψ2(d(z,z))
= ψ1(0E,0E,d(z,Tv),
1
2
d(z,Tv))
Again, ψ1 is strongly increasing with respect to the ﬁrst variable, so d(z,Tv) ≤E 0E, i.e,
Tv = z. (2.21)
We get that Jv = Tv = z, so v is a coincidence point of J and S.
Since the pair {S,I} is weakly compatible, from (2.20), we have Sz = SIu = ISu = Iz.
We claim that Sz = z. By (2.1), we have
Φ1(d(Sz,Tx2n+1)) ≤E ψ1(d(Iz,Jx2n+1),d(Iz,Sz),d(Jx2n+1,Tx2n+1),
1
2
[d(Iz,Tx2n+1) + d(Sz,Jx2n+1)]) − ψ2(d(Iz,Jx2n+1))
= ψ1(d(Sz,Jx2n+1),0E,d(Jx2n+1,Tx2n+1),
1
2
[d(Sz,Tx2n+1) + d(Sz,Jx2n+1)]) − ψ2(d(Sz,Jx2n+1)).
(2.22)
Passing to the limit as n → +∞ in (2.22), we obtain
Φ1(d(Sz,z)) ≤E ψ1(d(Sz,z),0E,0E,d(Sz,z)) − ψ2(d(Sz,z))
≤E Φ1(d(Sz,z)) − ψ2(d(Sz,z)).
Therefore, ψ2(d(Sz,z)) ∈ P ∩ (−P) = {0E}. Hence, we have
Sz = z = Iz. (2.23)
Since the pair {T,J} is weakly compatible, from (2.21), we have Tz = TJv = JTv = Jz.
We claim that Tz = z. From (2.1), we have
Φ1(d(z,Tz)) = Φ1(d(Sz,Tz)) ≤E ψ1(d(Iz,Jz),d(Iz,Sz),d(Jz,Tz),
1
2
[d(Iz,Tz) + d(Sz,Jz)]) − ψ2(d(Iz,Jz))
= ψ1(d(z,Tz),0E,0E,d(z,Tz)) − ψ2(d(z,Tz))
≤E Φ1(d(z,Tz)) − ψ2(d(z,Tz)).
(2.24)
Therefore, ψ2(d(Tz,z)) ∈ P ∩ (−P) = {0E}. Hence, we have
Tz = z = Jz. (2.25)
8Now, combining (2.23) and (2.25), we deduce
z = Iz = Sz = Tz = Jz,
so z is a common ﬁxed point of the four mappings I,J,S and T.
We claim that there is a unique common ﬁxed point of S,T,I and J. Assume on
contrary that, Su = Tu = Iu = Ju = u and Sv = Tv = Iv = Jv = v but u ̸= v. By
supposition, we can replace x by u and y by v in (2.1) to obtain
Φ1(d(u,v)) = Φ1(d(Su,Tv))
≤E ψ1(d(Iu,Jv),d(Iu,Su),d(Jv,Tv),
d(Iu,Tv) + d(Su,Jv)
2
)
−ψ2(d(Iu,Jv))
= ψ1(d(u,v),0E,0E,d(u,v)) − ψ2(d(u,v))
<E Φ1(d(u,v)).
a contradiction, so u = v. We conclude that S,T,I and J have only one common ﬁxed
point in X.
Corollary 2.1. Let (X,d) be a cone metric space with cone P such that
(a) the cone metric space (X,d) is complete;
(b) P is a regular cone;
(c) d(x,y) ∈ intP for all x,y ∈ X such that x ̸= y.
Let T,S,I : X → X be given mappings satisfying for every pair (x,y) ∈ X ×X such that
TX ⊆ IX and SX ⊆ IX and satisfying
Φ1(d(Sx,Ty)) ≤E ψ1(d(Ix,Iy),d(Ix,Sx),d(Iy,Ty),
1
2
[d(Ix,Ty) + d(Iy,Sx)])
−ψ2(d(Ix,Iy)) (2.26)
where ψ1 : P4 → P and ψ2 : intP ∪ {0E} → intP ∪ {0E} are continuous functions with
the following properties:
(d) ψ1 is strongly monotonic increasing in all the four variables;
(e) Φ1(t) = ψ1(t,t,t,t) for each t ∈ P;
(f) ψ1(t1,t2,t3,t4) = 0E if and only if ψ2(t) = 0E if and only if t1 = t2 = t3 = t4 = t = 0E;
(j) ψ2(t) ≪E t for all t ∈ intP;
(h) either ψ2(t) ≤E d(x,y) or d(x,y) ≤E ψ2(t) for t ∈ intP ∪ {0E} and x,y ∈ X.
If one of the ranges SX, TX and IX is a closed subset of (X,d), then
• the pair {S,I} have a coincidence point;
• the pair {T,I} have a coincidence point.
If in addition that the pairs {S,I} and {T,I} are weakly compatible, then S,T and I have
a unique common ﬁxed point.
Proof. It follows by taking I = J in Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.1. Other corollaries could be derived for particular choices of ψ1 and ψ2, or
T, I and J.
Now, we give an example to support our main result.
9Example 2.1. Consider X = [0,+∞). Now, let E = R × R, and P := {(x,y) : x ≥
0,y ≥ 0}. Let the partial ordering ≤E with respect to the cone P be the partial ordering
in E = R2. Then, P is a regular cone.
Dene d : X × X → R+ by d(x,y) = (|x − y|,|x − y|). Then (X,d) is a complete cone
metric space.
Set ti = (xi,yi) ∈ P for i = 1,...,4. Let us take ψ1 : P4 → P by
ψ1(t1,t2,t3,t4) = (x1 + x2 + x3 + x4,y1 + y2 + y3 + y4)
and ψ2 : int(P) ∪ {(0,0)} → int(P) ∪ {0} by
ψ2(t) = ψ2(x,y) =
1
4
(x,y),
where t = (x,y) ∈ int(P) ∪ {(0,0)}. For s = (s1,s2) ∈ P, we have Φ1(s) = ψ1(s,s,s,s) =
4s = (4s1,4s2). It is easy to see that ψ1,ψ2 satises axioms (d) to (h) of Theorem 2.1.
Dene the four maps I,J,S,T : X → X by
Sx = Tx =
x
2
, Ix = Jx = 3x.
For any x,y ∈ X, we have
ψ1(d(Ix,Iy),d(Ix,Sx),d(Iy,Ty),
1
2
[d(Ix,Ty) + d(Iy,Sx)]) − ψ2(d(Ix,Iy))
=ψ1(|3x − 3y|,|3x − 3y|),(
7
2
x,
7
2
x),(
7
2
y,
7
2
y),(
1
2
(|3x −
1
2
y| + |
1
2
x − 3y|),
1
2
(|3x −
1
2
y| + |
1
2
x − 3y|))) − ψ2(|3x − 3y|,|3x − 3y|)
=(
9
4
|x − y| +
7
2
x +
7
2
y +
1
2
(|3x −
1
2
y| + |
1
2
x − 3y|),
9
4
|x − y| +
7
2
x +
7
2
y
+
1
2
(|3x −
1
2
y| + |
1
2
x − 3y|)),
while
Φ1(d(Sx,Ty)) = (2|x − y|,2|x − y|).
Thus (2.1) is satised for all x,y ∈ X. Also, all conditions of Theorem 2.1 are veried.
Moreover, I,J,S and T have a (unique) common xed point (which is z = 0).
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